Elementary particles can have electric-dipole moments only if there is a failure of symmetry under both parity ( P ) and time-reversal (T) transformations. It is now known experimentally that there are in nature failures of both of these symmetries, but so far the only experimental manifestations of failures of T symmetry have been limited to the neutral kaon system. Most theories that are consistent with the observed T-violating decay of K i also predict non-zero values for the electric-dipole moments of elementary particles, with many of the predicted values being within the range of experimental verification. However, so far no electric-dipole moment has been observed for any elementary particle. Experiments setting limits on the electric-dipole moment, eD, of elementary particles are reviewed. The most sensitive tests of theory are with the neutron, for which D s 6 x cm. This value is compared with the various theoretical predictions. The experimental limit is incompatible with many, but not all, theories.
Introduction
The electric-dipole moment e D of a particle is defined as follows. Let the coordinate t be measured from the centre of mass of a particle and let pjj be the charge density inside the particle whose angular momentum is J with quantum number J and whose (1.1) the particle is charged this definition implies that the centre of charge of the particle is displaced from the centre of mass if D # 0. If, on the other hand, the particle has no net charge, the definition implies a greater positive charge in one hemisphere and a correspondingly greater negative charge in the other.
It is easy to see (Purcell and Ramsey 1950 , Ramsey 1953 , 1956 , Golub and Pendlebury 1972 ) that the electric-dipole moment must vanish if there is symmetry under the parity transformation ( P ) for which r + -r or the time-reversal transformation ( T ) for which t + -t. Since the only means by which orientation of the particle can be specified is by the orientation of its angular momentum, the dipole moment D and the angular momentum J must transform their signs the same way under P and T if D is to have a non-zero value and if there is to be P and T symmetry. But D changes sign under P whereas J does not, so D must vanish if there is P symmetry. Likewise D does not change sign under T but J does, so D must vanish if there is T symmetry. More rigorous proofs of the above can also be given (Ramsey 1953 , 1956 , Golub and Pendlebury 1972 . If one makes the usual assumption of CPT symmetry (where C is the charge conjugation transformation, Z e + -E ) , the existence of an electric-dipole moment would also imply a failure of CP symmetry. In molecules, electric-dipole moments do exist and are attributed to degenerate states, but degeneracy in the neutron case would contradict the well-established fact that neutrons obey the Pauli exclusion principle.
For many years it was believed that the above P symmetry argument precluded the existence of an electric-dipole moment for elementary particles, until Purcell and Ramsey (1950) pointed out that the assumption of P symmetry must be based on experiment and that few experiments on particles were sensitive to P. They pointed out that a sensitive test of P symmetry would be a search for an electric-dipole moment. This analysis led to the first experiment on the electric-dipole moment of the neutron (Smith et a1 1957) which lowered the experimental limit on ID1 from cm to 5 x lo-*' cm. Subsequently, the work in 1957 of Lee and Yang and of Wu et al showed that there was a failure of P symmetry in the decay of the KO and in other weak interactions including the beta decay of nuclei. Despite this failure of P symmetry which removed one argument against the existence of an electric-dipole moment, Landau (1957a, b) and others (Lee and Yang 1957, Wu et a1 1957) showed that the parity argument against an electric-dipole moment could be replaced by the above argument based on time-reversal invariance. However, Ramsey (1958) pointed out that time-reversal invariance, like parity at an earlier period, was merely an assumed symmetry which must rest on an experimental basis, with there being little direct experimental evidence at that time in the case of the strong and weak interactions. In 1964 Christenson et a1 discovered the CP-violating decay of the K i meson into two charged pions; if one assumes CPT symmetry as discussed above the result implies a violation of T symmetry. A direct indication of a violation of T symmetry has also been found in the K i decay by Schubert et a1 (1970 , see also Casella 1968 but so far all experimentally observed manifestations of either CP or T symmetry violations have been limited to the K0-Ko system.
Since then a number of theoretical predictions have been made for particle electric-dipole moments on the basis of theories developed to account for the K: decay. Although the different predictions cover a wide range of values, some were as large as cm for the D of the neutron and most were lo-'' cm or larger. As discussed below, the lower experimental limits on D have been followed by lower theoretical calculations with cm being typical predictions of current theories as discussed in greater detail in 8 5.
Experimental measurements and theoretical predictions of electric-dipole moments are possible for many different particles including neutrons, protons, electrons, muons and hyperons, but the most sensitive tests of theories have so far come from the neutron. The reason for this is the neutron's zero electric charge. As first pointed out in this connection by Purcell and Ramsey (1950) and further discussed by Schiff (1963) , an electrically charged particle in equilibrium under the action of only electrostatic forces must be subject to zero electric field since otherwise the charged particle will be accelerated. Since the electric-dipole interaction energy is proportional to the applied electric field, the electric-dipole moments of charged particles should produce no observable interactions. As discussed by Schiff, exceptions to this theorem can occur (i) if the particle is significantly acted on by forces other than electric, (ii) when the particle or nucleus involved has a finite size and structure, or (iii) when relativistic spin-dependent effects are included. Although these exceptions permit observations of electric-dipole moments of electrically charged particles, the sensitivities of experiments with charged particles are ordinarily much less than those with neutrons. An exception is the electron for which the experimental dipole limit is almost as low as the limit of the neutron. However, most theories predict an electric-dipole moment of the electron at least m / M or lop3 times smaller than for the neutron. Consequently, the most sensitive tests of electric-dipole moment theories are those with the neutron. For this reason the neutron experiments will be discussed first and in greatest detail, with measurements on the electron, proton, muon and hyperons being mentioned only briefly. cm to
Neutron electric-dipole moment measurements with neutron beams
The earliest measurements of the neutron electric-dipole moment were in neutron beam experiments. The first was that of Smith et a1 (1957) with later experiments by Miller et a1 (1967, 1968) , Shull and Nathan (1967) , Baird et a1 (1969) , Cohen et a1 (1969) , K Smith and M Pendlebury (1968, private communication) , Apostolescu et a1 (1970) and Dress et a1 (1973 Dress et a1 ( , 1977 Dress et a1 ( , 1978a . The greatest sensitivity at each of the stages was attained in the experiments of Dress, Miller, Ramsey and their associates. Since the latest neutron beam experiment, that of Dress et a1 (1977 Dress et a1 ( , 1978a , provides the greatest sensitivity, only this beam experiment will be described.
The apparatus used in this experiment is one to measure with high precision the precessional frequency of the neutron spin in a weak magnetic field with a neutron beam magnetic resonance apparatus similar to that used for measuring the magnetic moment of the neutron. A strong electrostatic field is then applied successively parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. If the neutron had an electric-dipole moment the torque due to this dipole moment in the electric field would make the precessional frequency of the neutron spin somewhat greater with the electric field in one direction and somewhat less in the opposite. From the point of view of quantum mechanics, the electric field E produces an energy separation 2eDE between the m = +$ and -3 states of the neutron so the frequency shift Au when the field is applied is given by
The frequency should shift by double this amount when the field is reversed. By setting an experimental limit on AU, a limit is thereby set on the electric-dipole moment of the neutron. The main requirements in the experiment are to achieve a very high sensitivity and to eliminate spurious effects that might either lead to a false apparent electric-dipole moment or might obscure an actual moment. A schematic view of the apparatus is shown in figure 1 . The neutron beam comes from the cryogenic moderator at the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) reactor. The neutrons are conducted from the moderator through a neutron-conducting tube of rectangular cross section on whose surface they are totally reflected at glancing angles of 2" or less. The use of such neutron-conducting pipes, which becomes possible with sufficiently slow neutrons, markedly enhances the intensity by overcoming the normal diminution of beam intensity with the inverse square of the distance from the moderator. This gain of intensity is badly needed to compensate in part for the even greater loss of intensity by the selection of extremely slow neutrons. The possibility of using neutron pipes depends on the properties of totally reflecting neutron mirrors which in turn depend on the neutron index of refraction. Since a wave is associated with the neutron there is an index of refraction n when a slow neutron passes through matter. The index of refraction is given by where A is the neutron wavelength, N is the number of nuclei per cm3, acoh is the neutron coherent forward-scattering length, pM is the neutron magnetic moment, B is the magnetic induction and $Mv2 is the neutron kinetic energy. As in the case of fibre optics, total reflection occurs for a glancing angle 8 greater than the critical glancing angle BC where, as for light, COS ec = II.
(2.3)
A neutron-conducting pipe can then be made to transmit all neutrons at a smaller glancing angle. Since the indexes of refraction of many materials such as nickel, copper, quartz, beryllium and beryllia are less than one, there can be total external reflection and hollow pipes can be used in contrast to the normal case of fibre optics. The departure of n from unity increases with A 2 , so for very slow neutrons the pipes are particularly effective.
Since the critical angles in equations ( 2 . 2 ) and (2.3) also have a term dependent on the orientation of the neutron spin relative to B, a short length of magnetised mirror can be a highly effective polariser and analyser.
As shown in figure 1 , the neutron beam goes through a portion of the pipe in which the walls consist of magnetised iron. Depending upon the orientation of the neutron spin, there is either a positive or negative magnetic interaction between the neutrons and the magnetic induction of the walls in the magnetised region. The combination of this positive or negative mean magnetic interaction with the coherent forward-scattering amplitude of the neutrons by the wall material leads to total reflection at the walls for neutrons of one spin orientation while the neutrons with opposite spins are not reflected by that portion of the pipe and instead penetrate through the walls and are lost. Consequently, following the spin-polarising magnetic mirror, the neutrons are mostly polarised. The analysing device to determine if there has been a change in the neutron spin orientation is a second spin-analysing magnetic mirror. If the neutron spin remains unaltered between the first and second of these regions with magnetised walls, most of the neutrons will be transmitted by the second region. If, on the other hand, the neutrons have been reoriented by approximately 180" between the two iron mirror sections, the neutrons whose orientations have changed will not be totally reflected in the second magnetic mirror with a consequent reduction in beam intensity. A weak uniform static magnetic field is provided in the intermediate region so the neutron precesses in that region with its characteristic Larmor precession frequency, v = 2 p M B / h . When a suitable oscillatory magnetic field is also applied at this frequency the neutron undergoes a resonant reorientation which, by the above analysis, is accompanied by an observable reduction of the detected beam intensity. The oscillatory field is applied in two separate phase-coherent segments since, as shown by Ramsey (1953 Ramsey ( ,1956 Ramsey ( ,1980a such successive oscillatory fields provide a narrower resonance, especially if the magnetic field is not perfectly uniform. If the two separated segments of the oscillatory field have a 90" phase shift between them, the shape of the resonance is that of a dispersion curve with the steepest portion of the slope at the spin precession frequency, as shown in figure 2. If the frequency of the oscillator is set so that the detected neutron intensity is at the position of the steepest slope, the presence of a neutron electric-dipole moment can be detected by successively reversing a strong electrostatic field. If there is an electric-dipole moment the torque due to the electric field will increase the precessional frequency of the neutron for one orientation of the field and decrease it for the opposite. At a fixed frequency of the oscillator, this change, 4eDE/h, in the precessional frequency of the neutron spin will then be detectable with high sensitivity as a change in the neutron beam intensity. The electric field is applied over a length of 196 cm and typically has a value of about 100 kV cm-l. The static magnetic field was about 17 G and the neutron beam was 89% polarised.
Great care in the experiment must be taken to avoid spurious effects which could either simulate a non-existent electric-dipole moment or mask an existing one. Fortunately, a number of things can be done to eliminate or minimise such spurious effects. The relative phase of the two oscillatory fields can be shifted from +90° to -go", in which case the slope of the curve at the resonance position is reversed, with a consequent reversal of the effect of the electric field on the detected neutron beam intensity. This reversal in the electric-dipole moment effect eliminates many possible spurious effects. The phase was reversed once per second. Fortunately, in addition, many of the possible spurious effects cancel themselves out due to the parity or time-reversal symmetry of the effect. For example, there can be an effect of the electric field upon the frequency due to the force from the electric field pulling the magnets together and thereby changing the magnetic field. However, this effect and many others go as E' and consequently cancel out on subtracting results with reversed electric fields. A check on the existence of such an E 2 effect can also be obtained from observations at zero electric field. Likewise, to detect magnetic effects from the field-reversing mechanism, the leads to the source of potential are reversed at intervals. In addition, measurements are made when no potential is present but when the reversing switches are successively changed. The importance of such control measurements is illustrated by the fact that for some months there was a very small residual effect when the switches were reversed in the absence of any potential. This was eventually eliminated by moving the reversing switches still further from the apparatus and by increasing their magnetic shielding.
An important source of a spurious effect was observed in runs of high sensitivity. Whenever there is a spark across the electric plates, the accompanying current produces a slight magnetic field which in turn produces a very small residual change in the permanent magnetic field due to the hysteresis of the iron. Even if the neutron counts during the period of the spark are excluded, the residual change in the permanent magnetic field can give a false result. This trouble, however, can be eliminated if the occurrences of sparks are recorded and if care is taken to assure that equal amounts of measurements with the fields in opposite directions are utilised in each interval between sparks.
One of the most bothersome spurious effects is that due to motion of the neutrons with a velocity U through the electric field E since such motion produces an effective magnetic field E x u / c . This effective magnetic field can then interact with the known neutron magnetic moment to produce an added precession frequency which will look like that due to an electric-dipole moment since it will reverse with the reversal of E. This effect is drastically reduced by making E parallel to B. If exact parallelism could be obtained the effect would be completely eliminated since this spurious magnetic field would be perpendicular to the initial magnetic field with the result that the effect would go as E 2 instead of E. However, due to residual magnetism of ferromagnetic materials and magnetic shields, one can never be absolutely certain as to the direction of the magnetic field, with the result that E and B cannot be made exactly parallel and the perpendicular component of E can produce an apparent electric-dipole effect through the E X u / c effective magnetic field. The existence of such an effect, however, can be detected by changing the velocity of the neutrons since the spurious effects should be proportional to the neutron velocity. Consequently, all the data are analysed in terms of an electric-dipole moment and an apparent electric dipole proportional to the neutron velocity. The neutron velocity is altered in either of two ways. In some cases, the velocity is changed by changing the angle of neutron reflection from mirrors and in all cases the measurements are repeated many times with the direction of the neutrons through the apparatus reversed. For this reason, as can be seen in figure 2 , the basic neutron resonance apparatus is fastened to a turntable which can be rotated to have the neutrons pass through the apparatus in opposite directions. The necessity for experiments at altered velocity greatly increases the running time of the experiment since the E x u / c values must be measured with equal precision to that desired for the neutron electric-dipole moment.
The results of the experiment (Dress et a1 1977 (Dress et a1 , 1978a are
In other words, the neutron electric-dipole moment, if it exists at all, is less in magnitude than 3 x cm. To emphasise the smallness of this result, it should be noted that the corresponding bulge of positive charge in one hemisphere of the neutron would correspond to only 0.01 cm if the neutron were expanded to the size of the Earth.
Neutron electric-dipole moment measurements with bottled neutrons
The neutron electric-dipole moment experiments, as so far described, depend upon the fact that neutrons at a velocity of, say, 80 m s-l will be totally reflected by many materials at glancing angles of 5". As can be seen from equations (2.2) and (2.3), when the velocity of the neutrons diminishes, the glancing angle for total reflection increases until finally at a velocity less than 6 m s-l total reflection can be obtained even at normal incidence on many surfaces. Under such circumstances it is possible in principle to store neutrons in an enclosed bottle. For many years it has been apparent (Ramsey 1957 , Kleppner et a1 1958 , 1960 , Shapiro 1968a ) that electric-dipole moment experiments with bottled neutrons would be particularly sensitive but for a long time suitable sources for adequate quantities of ultra-cold neutrons were not available. Zeldovich (1959 ), Vladimirskii (1961 ), Droshkovich (1963 , Shapiro (1968b) , Luschikov et a1 (1969) and Luschikov (1977) have discussed bottled ultra-cold neutrons and Shapiro and his associates have stored neutrons in bottles for up to 20 s. Improvements in the techniques of ultra-cold neutrons and storage bottles have been made by Golub and Pendlebury (1972) , A Steyerl and W B Trustedt (1973, private communication) , Taran (1973), Lobashov et a1 (1973 ), Miller (1974 , Harvard-SussexRutherford-ILL (1974 , Golub et a1 (1979) and Ageron et a1 (1980) . Specific experiments to use neutron bottles to measure the electric-dipole moment have been discussed by Ramsey (1957 , Shapiro (1968a) , Pendlebury (1972), Taran (1973) , Lobashov et a1 (1973 ), Miller (1974 , Harvard-Sussex-Rutherford-ILL (1974 , Altarev et a1 (1978a, b, 1980, 1981a, b) , Dombeck et a1 (1979) and by others.
The first experiment with bottled neutrons to provide a useful limit to the neutron electric-dipole moment was that of Altarev and his associates in Leningrad (Altarev et a1 1978a (Altarev et a1 , b, 1980 (Altarev et a1 , 1981a . They used the apparatus shown in figure 3 with the neutrons stored in a double-neutron bottle. The electric fields in the two halves of the double bottle are in opposite directions to provide a first-order cancellation of magnetic-field fluctuations. Ramsey (1980a) used a new form of the separated oscillatory field method which was called the adiabatic method (Ezhov et a1 1976) of separated oscillatory fields. In this method the static magnetic fields in the oscillating field regions are inhomogeneous in such a way that the neutrons adiabatically reach the resonance condition in the first field and depart from it adiabatically in the second region.
Typical resonances obtained in the Leningrad experiment are shown in figure 4 . The results of this experiment (Altarev et a1 1978a (Altarev et a1 , b, 1980 (Altarev et a1 , 1981a are At the ILL, a Harvard-Sussex-Rutherford-ILL collaboration (1974, 1975 ) is also using bottled ultra-cold neutrons to measure the neutron electric-dipole moment. The method depends on using ultra-cold neutrons of approximately 6 m s-'. These neutrons are led by a neutron-conducting pipe into the apparatus shown in figure 5 . The neutrons are stored in a cylinder approximately 25 cm in diameter and 10 cm high with the top plates being metallic-beryllium or copper-and the sides of the cylinder being insulators of beryllia or quartz. After the neutron bottle is filled, a shutter is closed, storing the neutrons for 30-100 s. The oscillatory field is applied as initial and final coherent pulses, usually with a 7r/2 relative phase shift. The resonance is observed in a similar fashion to the neutron beam experiment: the neutrons are polarised on passage through the indicated polarising foil, analysed during their return passage through the foil, and counted at the indicated UCN detector.
The observations are at the steepest point of the resonance curve. The change in beam intensity correlated with the application of an electric field is then examined to set a limit to the neutron electric-dipole moment. A typical resonance curve obtained with the new ILL apparatus is shown in figure 6 . The use of stored ultra-cold neutrons possesses two particularly important advantages. The resonance curve with stored neutrons in figure 6 is 3500 times narrower than that of figure 2. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, a large fraction of running time in the beam experiment must be devoted to eliminating the EX v / c effect. Since it is the average value of v that is important, this effect is drastically diminished when the neutrons enter and leave by the same exit hole with an 80 s storage time instead of passing through the apparatus once at a velocity of 90 m s-'. As a result of the reduced effective magnetic field from E X v/c, it is also possible to use a much weaker static magnetic field with an accompanying reduction in the stability requirement for the current which provides the static magnetic field.
Although the new experiments with bottled neutrons will have the above marked advantages, it must be recognised that they will still have many difficulties. The limit has by now been pushed to such a low value that care must be taken to avoid all possible systematic effects. Although some of these are intrinsically reduced in an experiment with bottled neutrons, other serious problems will remain. For example, problems due to stray magnetic fields (especially when associated with reversals of the electric field) and to magnetic-field changes resulting from electrical sparks can be just as serious in absolute terms and more serious in relative terms with bottled neutrons. These problems have already caused much difficulty in the beam version of the experiment and should be even more formidable in the bottled neutron experiment which seeks to lower the limit for the neutron electric-dipole moment by a factor of 100-1000.
With an electric field of 30 kV cm-' and a multilayer Mumetal or Moly-Permalloy magnetic shield, it should be possible initially to achieve a limit on the electric-dipole moment of cm, even with the neutron densities of 0.6 neutrons cm-3 presently obtained. Two members of the collaboration (R Golub and J M Pendlebury) have proposed (1.975,1977, 1979 ) the use of cold liquid 4He in a neutron bottle to accumulate ultra-cold neutrons in one bottle while the resonance is observed in another. This procedure should provide much greater neutron densities in the bottle where the resonances are studied. When these increased densities are available, a limit of cm should be obtained for the neutron electric-dipole moment. Finally, with the use (Ramsey 1980b ) of 3He in the bottle as a magnetic-field monitor a limit of lo-'' cm should eventually be obtained but this may also require the use of superconducting magnetic shields.
Electric-dipole moment experiments with other particles
Electric-dipole moment measurements have been made for particles other than the neutron, including electrons, muons, protons and hyperons. However, as discussed in 8 1, these measurements so far provide less-sensitive tests of theories than do the experiments with neutrons. Furthermore, many of these experiments have been described in an excellent review article by Sandars (1975) . For these reasons experiments on particles other than the neutron will be discussed only briefly here and references will be given to the original articles in which detailed descriptions can be found.
Electron
The earliest indications of a limit to the electric-dipole moment for the electron were based on an analysis by Salpeter (1958) and Feinberg (1969) of existing data from the Lamb-Rutherford experiment. These set a limit of 2 X cm for IDI. This limit was lowered to 4 x cm by the analysis of Crane's experiment (Garwin and Lederman 1959, Nelson et a1 1959) on the magnetic moment of 8 -2 value of the electron. Sandars and Lipworth (1964) then did an atomic-beam resonance experiment with Cs that was similar in principle to the above neutron beam experiment and thereby set a limit to the electric-dipole moment of the Cs atom. They then showed (Sandars and Lipworth 1964, Sandars 1968 ) that, due to relativity and the admixture of a nearby p state into the s state, their observed limit for the atomic electric-dipole moment corresponded to a much lower limit for the electric-dipole moment of the electron. In this way, they set a lower limit of 2 x cm for the electric-dipole moment of the electron. Subsequently, the sensitivity of the Cs experiments was improved by Weisskopf et a1 (1967,1968a, b) leading to a limit of 3 x loez4 cm. Finally, with a metastable xenon beam Player and Sandars (1970) set a limit to (Dl for the electron of 2 x lowz4 cni. The most recent electron measurement is much less sensitive but is of interest for utilising a totally different technique. Vasil'ev and Kolicheva (1978) obtained the limit of 3 X lo-" cm by seeking to detect a small change in magnetic flux caused by the flip of the electric-dipole moment when an electric field was supplied to the sample.
Muon
Several experiments have set limits on the electric-dipole moment for both positive and negative muons. These experiments utilised the muon storage ring at CERN which has primarily been used to measure the magnetic moment or g -2 for the muon. One of these determinations by Bailey et a1 (1977) is based on assigning the entire difference between the experimental value of g -2 and the quantum electrodynamic theoretical value to an electric-dipole moment for the muon. This led to a limit for D, of 0.74 x cm. The same group with a modified procedure also set a direct experimental upper limit (Farley et a1 1978) to D, of 1.05 X lo-'' cm for both the positive and negative muon.
Proton
The first indication of a limit to the electric-dipole moment of the proton was the value 1 x cm set by Purcell and Ramsey (1950) and Sternheimer (1959) from an analysis of the spacing of the known atomic hydrogen energy levels. Manning et a1 (1960) and Sandars (1975) lowered this limit to 3 x lo-'' cm by studying the free precession of the proton. Khriplovich (1976) from the limit set on the electric-dipole moment of the Cs atom concluded that ID1 for the proton must be less than 5.5 X lop1' cm.
Harrison et a1 (1969) have devised an ingenious, but somewhat complicated, molecular-beam resonance method for measuring D for the proton. Sandars (1967) and Hinds and Sandars (1980) have increased the sensitivity by lengthening the apparatus to 20 m. They chose to study the molecule '05TlF because it is extremely sensitive to a nuclear electric-dipole moment since the large size and structure of the T1 nucleus permits an exception to the general theorem that the energy of a chargedpoint particle in equilibrium under electrostatic forces has no contribution to its energy linear in its electric-dipole moment. The experiment also depends on the non-linear variation of the molecular electric field over the nucleus.
A schematic diagram of the apparatus used in this experiment is shown in figure  7 . The proton studied is the odd S112 nucleon in the T1 nucleus which is bound in a T1F molecule. The primary transition used is the nuclear resonance mT1 = -; + for the J = 1, mJ = -1 rotational state. Since mJ does not change there would ordinarily be no difference in electrostatic deflection properties with and without a transition so the resonance would not be observed in a normal molecular-beam deflection and refocusing experiment. However, the resonance can be observed if four separated oscillatory fields are used, with the first inducing a transition from an mJ = 0, mT1= -2 state to the mJ = -1, mT1= -$ state-whereas the last oscillatory field induces the same transition in the opposite direction. The middle two oscillatory fields (Ramsey 1980a) then serve as coherent separated oscillatory fields to induce the primary transition which becomes observable since the molecule after such a transition will be left in the mJ = -1 state by the final oscillatory field and will therefore not be refocused in the final inhomogeneous electric field. As in other electric-dipole moment experiments, the direction of the electric field is successively reversed and the corresponding resonance frequency shift is observed.
When both groups of experiments are combined the value of D is (-1.4 f 6) x lo-" cm or with the upper limit taken as twice the experimental error the limit on I D 1 for the proton is 1.2 x lo-'' cm. A more sensitive version of this experiment by Wilkening, Larson and Ramsey (see Ramsey 1981 ) is now in progress. 
Hyperon
The neutral hyperon A' is ordinarily produced with partial polarisation and its polarisation can be measured from the asymmetries in the decay A + p r -. Even though no external electric field is supplied, there is in the rest frame of the hyperon an electric field proportional to ( v / c ) x B. If there is a A' electric-dipole moment it will interact with the above electric field. This interaction then determines an experimental limit for the A electric-dipole moment as was first done by Gibson and Green (1966) . From such an analysis Baroni et a1 (1971) obtained a limit for D of 8 x cm. Subsequently, this experiment was repeated using a new apparatus by Pondrom et a1 (1981) who found the upper limit on D to be 1.5 X cm.
Theories of electric-dipole moments
Almost all theories before 1964 predicted zero for the electric-dipole moment of all particles since theories were usually required to be symmetric under P prior to 1957 and under T prior to 1964. As discussed in § 1 a theory that is symmetric under either P or T must necessarily lead to a zero value for the electric-dipole moment of (1970 ( , see also Casella 1968 implies a violation of T symmetry both are limited to the neutral kaon system. Failures of CP or T symmetry are yet to be found in any other process. As a result, it is not yet established as to which of the fundamental interactions is associated with the CP and T violations. It is even possible that these violations are not in any of the established interactions but are instead in a new super-weak interaction. For this reason it is not surprising that the different theories predict widely different values for electric-dipole moments, depending on the model assumed. Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973) have shown that a quantum chromodynamics gauge theory based on only four quarks and a single Higgs scalar multiplet can not account for even the known CP and T violations in the Ki. Therefore, most current theories attribute the T violation either to a six (OT more) quark theory or to the exchange of multiple Higgs bosons.
Most theories predict smaller electric-dipole moments for muons and electrons than for neutrons or protons and the latter are predicted to be comparable to neutrons. For example, a model studied by Lee (1973) in which CP violation is associated with Higgs boson vector predicts D for the neutron, muon and electron of 10-23cm, cm, respectively. On the other hand, Pais and Primack (1973a, b) in a theory which incorporates CP violation in the leptonic weak current predicts D for the neutron, muon and electron of cm, lop2' cm and cm, respectively. Even in this case, however, the most critical comparison between theory and experiment is with the neutron. For this reason in the following presentation of theoretical predictions of electric-dipole moments numerical values are given only for the neutron.
The predictions of various theories are presented graphically in figure 8. Each theoretical prediction is represented by a block of equal area so the height of the block is correspondingly diminished if the prediction spans several decades. The letter in the block designates the theoretical paper making the prediction and the reference to that paper is designated by the use of the same letter in the figure caption. The nature of each theory is briefly indicated by the letters following the reference with the following interpretation: EM indicates a theory which attributes the time-reversal violation to the electromagnetic theory, w attributes it to the weak forces, MW to a milliweak force, sw to a new super-weak force, s to the strong forces, and MS to millistrong forces. G indicates a gauge theory, H indicates a gauge theory in which the CP violation is associated with multiple Higgs bosons and Q indicates that the CP violation is attributed to more than four quarks. The AS value indicates the change in strangeness considered in each theory.
From figure 8 it is apparent that it is highly desirable to lower the experimental limit on the neutron electric-dipole moment to distinguish between the different theories. In particular, of the two categories of theories most favoured at present, the ones that attribute the CP violation to the Higgs vector predict values of D -cm whereas those which attribute it to additional quarks give Dcm and lg ( p E / e I Figure 8 . Theoretical predictions of the neutron electric-dipole moment. Each lettered block corresponds to a different theory with the references to the different theories given by the corresponding letters given below. The bases of the different theories are indicated in brackets after the references with the following interpretation: EM indicates a theory which attributes the CP and T violations to electromagnetic theory, w attributes them to the weak forces, MW to a milliweak force, sw to a new super-weak force, s to the strong forces, and MS to millistrong forces. G indicates a gauge theory, H indicates a gauge theory in which the CP violation is associated with multiple Higgs bosons and Q indicates that the CP violation is attributed to more than four quarks. The AS value indicates the change in strangeness considered in each theory. a, Wolfenstein (1964a, b) (sw, AS = 2); m, Pais and Primack (1973a, b) (MW) ; n, Lee (1973 Lee ( ,1974 (MW) ; 0, Okun (1969) (sw); p, Mohapatra (1972) (MW) ; q, Frenkel and Ebel (1974a) (MW) ; r, Wolfenstein (1974) (sw); s, Weinberg (1976) (MW) ; t, Pakvasa and Tuan (1975) (MW) ; U, Mohapatra and Pati (1975) (MW); v, Clark and Randa (1975) (MS) , w, Chodos and Lane (1972) (MW 3); x, Feinberg and Mani (1965) (w, AS = 1); y, Gourishankar (1968) ( Frenkel and Ebel (1974a, b) ; e l , Nanopoulos and Yildiz (1979) (a); f l , Eichten et a1 (1980) (MW, H) ; g l , Ellis etal (1980a Ellis etal ( , b, 1981 (this paper has the interesting characteristic that it establishes an order-of-magnitude lower limit to D of 3 X cm); h l , Crewther et a1 (1979) ; i l , Shizuya and Tye (1980) (MW, H) ; j l , Epstein (1980) . cm. The experiments now in progress should soon distinguish between these two categories of theories. 
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